For Healthcare

Simplify Security Management with a
HIPAA-Compliant Solution
With Verkada’s cloud-based security platform, healthcare organizations are modernizing the way they
manage and access physical security across their facilities. Learn how healthcare professionals are using
Verkada to enhance patient care and security operations, all while safeguarding sensitive information.

Products

Video Security

Access Control

Sensors

Scale easily and monitor activity
across facilities.


Provision hospital staff with tiered
access levels. 


Maintain optimal conditions for patient
care and pharmaceutical storage.


Monitor inventory and prevent medical
supply theft with proactive alerts.

Schedule doors to lock or unlock based
on hours of operation.

Receive alerts for any sudden changes in
temperature, noise levels, or air quality.


Key Benefits
HIPAA–Compliant for Patient Privacy

Prevent Medical Supply Theft

Lockdown Doors in Seconds

Control access with role-based permissions and
create blockout zones with Privacy Screens.

Track access to storage rooms and know
instantly when activity is detected in key areas.

Create custom Lockdown events to secure
doors in the event of an emergency.

Search Filters for Quick Investigations

Share Video for Incident Response

Monitor From Anywhere

Use powerful video forensics to filter people,

Access, download, and share footage from any

vehicles, motion, and other attributes.

browser or mobile device in minutes.

Remotely access doors and cameras without
any VPNs or configurations.

For Healthcare

Built For Your Organization
IT & Security Professionals

Administrative Professionals

Healthcare Leaders

Plug–and–play with a single PoE
connection — no NVRs, servers, or
complex configurations.


Monitor sites from one cloud–based
platform, easily accessible through any
web browser or mobile device.


Ensure compliance with full audit logs
and a record of user, environmental,
video or access–based events.


Integrates with existing IT workflows
such as active directory and MFA.


Easily isolate events with advanced
filters for quick investigations.


Control costs with predictable TCO and
industry-leading 10 year warranty.


Secure by default — safeguard PHI and
ePHI with end–to–end encryption.


Share live feeds, floor plans, or archived
footage via SMS, MP4, or direct link.

Optimize hospital staffing and patient

satisfaction with data–driven insights.

Customer Testimonials

Avita Pharmacy


“ If someone turns in a forged or altered
prescription, we can use face search to
identify the individual and find when it
happened. We can also see if they’ve
been at one of the locations in the past.”




El Centro Regional Medical Center


“ The People Analytics filters make it
possible for my team to find the footage
we’re looking for in seconds. It no longer
feels like we’re looking for a needle in a
haystack.” 




Chapters Health System


“ Being in healthcare, there are strict
laws around HIPAA, HITECH, Joint
Commission, and patient privacy we
follow. Verkada makes it easy to
restrict camera access based on sites,
or limit to live-only viewing.”



Marshall Frost

VP of Corporate Systems

Darryl Mark

Information Services Manager

Michael Parkin

Director of IT Security

Coastal Family Health Center



The London Clinic



Mental Health Center of Denver



“ Installation was simple, the first camera
was up and running in just ten minutes.
The software is so intuitive. Not long
after we set up the system, it felt like we
had been using it forever. ”




Chuck Clark

Director of IT

“ I log into an app and instantly see what’s
happening, no configurations required.
All I had to do was download the
Verkada app.”





Lee Humphries

General Manager of Security Operations

Read more testimonials: verkada.com/customers

“ With Verkada, we can just send a link to
the footage, reducing the amount of time
that our IT department actually has to
spend.”





Christopher Walker

Director of IT

